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What purpose do data centres serve?
Citizens in all corners of Europe and companies of all sizes are embracing digital transformation more and more. The opportunities arising from digitisation are outstanding and bring new services, products and industrial processes – all of which depend on an efficient handling of data. Across different sectors, suppliers and users choose digital solutions in order to improve productivity. Businesses can thus offer more while using fewer resources. For consumers, new digital services improve the quality of life, compared to the past – often more time consuming – way of doing things.

Thus our economies (and our individual lives) are becoming more and more data hungry. Unsurprisingly, demand for data has increased worldwide and the trend shows no sign of weakening; for instance, cross-border data flows have grown by 45 times since 2005. The flow of data and its importance has been widely covered. We know that data enables user devices to deliver ever new and improved services. A simple question is then: as data flows on telecoms networks to and from our devices, where does all this data go to?

The answer is: data centres. In fact, a large number of data centres are needed to store and process the data underpinning digital services. Together with the fibre-based cable links delivering connectivity across the globe, data centres are a key internet infrastructure. While our new devices take the limelight to deliver services, data centres are performing a lot of the heavy lifting behind the scenes, making digital services work seamlessly. Thus, online services work thanks to the support of data centres to efficiently process and safely store the data needed to deliver the services that users want. As a result, data centres are operated and used by many organisations and the data centre sector is as fast moving as the wide digital value chain.

In fact, the capacity of the global data centre industry has grown by 10 per cent annually from 2010 up until today, and this growth is expected to continue in the next decade. In the coming years, an estimated 60 new large data centres are expected in Europe alone.

The largest class of data centres is called hyper-scale, which are associated with best in class performance and efficiency in using resources.

Google’s St. Ghislain data centre: large benefits to the Belgian economy
In the middle of the last decade, Google decided to create an energy efficient data centre near the city St. Ghislain in Belgium. This investment has met the local, regional and national authorities strong vision for how the digital sector can bring economic benefits and jobs. The St. Ghislain data centre was Google’s first data centre worldwide to run entirely without electrical refrigeration, instead using an advanced cooling system called ‘free cooling’. The data centre also has an on-site water purification facility that allows Google to recycle water from a nearby industrial canal rather than use the city’s water supply. Construction of the data centre started in 2007 and it now consists of two facilities. Since 2007, Google has invested around 1 billion EUR in construction and operations expenditures.

---

2 Data centres are facilities that house large numbers of high-performing computers storing data, known as servers, as well as networking equipment and communication links.
3 Source: BCG (2014), reporting an estimated the trend for Western Europe.
Over the same period, Google has made investments on European fibre networks, connecting the data centres to the internet and thus making them accessible for the multiple consumer and business applications offered. In order to measure the economic impact of these investments, we have applied an economic input/output model, calibrated on the basis of Eurostat sectoral accounts. Investments considered include:

- Construction, civil engineering and restoration of the data centre sites
- Ongoing operation, including equipment and all support functions
- Network connectivity via purpose-built intra-EU fibre links (e.g. backbones)

We have calculated the extent to which Google’s data-centre related investments have turned into benefit for the Belgian economy, finding as main results that:

- Since 2007, Google’s investment has supported an overall economic impact to Belgium of EUR 1.2 billion in GDP, equivalent to around EUR 110 million per year on average in the period 2007-2017;
- Google’s investments have supported 1,500 jobs per year on average (full-time equivalents).

As shown in a forward-looking study for the European Commission, the data economy in Europe is expected to continue to grow. Thus we would equally expect that Google’s investments in Europe would expand, to serve fast-growing demand from European consumers and businesses. Indeed, Google has recently announced a new investment of EUR 250 million to expand its Belgian data centre. The chart above shows the economic and employment contribution to Belgium so far, while it does not include the economic effect of this recent or any future potential investments.

---

Figure 1 Economic contribution and employment impact, average per year over the period 2007-2017

Source: Copenhagen Economics based on data from Eurostat, World Input-Output Database and Google.

---

The St. Ghislain data centre deliver large benefits to the local community

Data centres generally – and Google’s data centres in particular – supports local communities through multiple channels. First, data centres create jobs in remote areas that include IT technicians, electrical and mechanical engineers, catering, facilities and security staff.

Second, the signalling of a large and well known company (such as Google) investing in a region can influence others to invest there too, by confirming the presence of skills, suppliers and resources that other investors are also looking for. Google’s presence is used actively by regional development entities to promote further investments in the regions.

Third, research has found that large multinational companies’ hold technical, operational and managerial knowledge that can improve the productivity of local suppliers through knowledge spill-overs and market-size effects. Google’s data centres demonstrate this research finding; their presence, training and their business increases the local suppliers’ productivity and competitiveness.

Last, Google supports the local data centre community, for instance, through grants. An example of this is the support to communities via teaching collaborations in local colleges, which builds the local skills base.

We present below some case studies that are the result of our research in Belgium. These demonstrate in a tangible way the local economic benefits associated with data centres.

Box 1 Life at a data centre: Héloïse in St. Ghislain, Belgium

Héloïse is 25, comes from Caen in France and now lives in the city of Mons, near Google’s data centre in Saint Ghislain, Belgium. She graduated in 2016 with a mechanical engineering degree from the National Institute of Applied Sciences of Lyon (INSA Lyon).

Héloïse secured an internship in Google’s data centre in Hamina, Finland in 2016, which she found to be a great European inter-cultural experience from both a professional and personal point of view, integrating to the new culture in collaboration with the team. Professionally, her six months experience in Finland helped gain new skills and interests and she returned to INSA Lyon where she completed her engineering degree.

Thus, in December 2016, Héloïse’s enhanced skills helped her secure a full time position in Google’s data centre operations team in Belgium as an Associated Facilities Technician. She is now part of the Mechanical team in charge of all critical infrastructure maintenance and operations like cooling towers, heat exchangers and complex HVAC systems. In 2017, she gained a certification in control room operations. Since then she has been responsible for campus monitoring and operations including electrical power distribution (from the high voltage substations to low voltage at rack level). Héloïse’s work at Google has allowed her to become experienced in several technical fields, from industrial maintenance policy process to project scheduling – as well as leadership skills such as promoting an excellent team spirit in a complex and critical environment.

Source: Interview with Héloïse Ouvry, Associated Facilities Technician, on 22 January 2018.
Box 2 Online education in data centre facilities engineering in collaboration with industry

Europe's data centre industry is growing, and with it the needs for competent workers who can run operations at large centres. Companies like Google recognise the need for increased skills among data centre industry personnel, including technical management and operation competences.

As a consequence, the 'B.Eng. in Data Centres Facilities Engineering' programme was developed by IT Sligo in Ireland and Haute École Louvain en Hainaut (HELHa) in Belgium in partnership with industry representatives such as Google, Microsoft, Facebook and Amazon. The objective of the programme is to enhance skills among workers in the data centre industry. The course is a two-year online degree of 60 ECTS credits, and participation creates a foothold for anyone interested in entering the data centre industry. Part of the teaching takes place in laboratory setting, simulating real data centre operations, with students traveling to Belgium and Ireland to partake. This sets the course apart from most academic degrees. For graduates, the course creates knowledge which can be used globally. The participating schools gain visibility and can provide job opportunities for graduates.

Initiatives such as this help the supply of skills for the data centre industry, enabling growth and promoting the competitiveness of Europe's data centres industry compared to other regions. It also benefits workers looking to enter the data centre industry all over Europe.

Source: Interview with Denis Browne, EU regional data centre lead at Google, and Olivier Delcourt, facilities manager Google Belgium, 28 July 2017 and IT Sligo’s website.

Box 3 Local supplier staff increases its skills base

Patrick is a mechanical expert from the Walloon Region (Belgium) and works for a supplier to Google. He has been working at the St. Ghislain–Mons site for the past six years.

During the course of his work at St. Ghislain–Mons, Patrick has performed many different tasks and learned a set of skills. By interacting with Google staff, the supplier's team and specification manuals, he has learned to maintain and repair large centrifugal pumps, learned to maintain a cooling tower, refrigeration units, pumps and systems in a water treatment pump – which performs the important task of cleaning the water which the data centre uses for cooling its environment.

On the job, Patrick has also learned broader skills and developed his managerial profile. He is now leading the team supporting Google on the operational side and he is in charge of training his colleagues so to comply with the standards and performance needed to succeed in their job as supplier to Google.

Source: Copenhagen Economics based on interviews.
**Google data centres helps digital users consume energy in a more efficient and environmentally friendly way**

Every time we replace an old (e.g. paper-based or transport-based) service or process with a new digital application, we as users choose to consume energy (indirect demand, in economist jargon). While storing and processing data to deliver our preferred services requires energy, the solutions that Google has introduced bring opportunities to increase the energy efficiency by which data is handled. In fact, large data centres are more energy efficient than individual servers and, by pooling the server needs of many customers, a lot of energy can be saved. Additional detail on energy efficiency is in the main report.

Furthermore, Google is committed to purchase enough renewable energy to cover the electricity consumed at its data centres and operations. In Europe, Google achieves this by signing corporate Power Purchase Agreements (PPAs) – agreements to buy power from renewable energy power plants at an agreed price and on a long-term basis. A PPA, a long term buying commitment, facilitates the developer’s ability to finance these plants and promotes investment in renewables and the transition towards green energy. These agreements help de-carbonising Europe’s energy supply.

**Policy and industry initiatives can maximise the benefits of the Belgian and European data centre opportunity**

Having analysed the economic effects of Google’s data centre investments across Europe, we have considered the question of what policies and initiatives can best serve the European interest in the novel area of data centre policy. We believe that multiple layers of government can play a key role; thus we provide an overview of recommendations.

---

**Figure 2 Overview of policy recommendations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Local and regional level</th>
<th>National level</th>
<th>EU level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| • Get the **basics** right
  • Foster local **skills**
  • Invest in **promotion** activities | • Focus on **clean** and **reliable** energy supply
  • Assess and **address** **education gaps** in digital skills | • Complete the **digital single market**
  • Firm commitment to **renewable energy** |

*Source: Copenhagen Economics; Additional details on our policy recommendations are in the main report.*
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